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al., 1993; Skeath and Carroll, 1991; Van Doren et al.,
1992). Thus, only the SOP expresses the proper genes
and has the appropriate cues to differentiate along the
neural pathway. In the developing Drosophila eye, neu-
ronal selection occurs by a similar mechanism, and the
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and specialized lattice of 750–800 repeating units or6 Howard Hughes Medical Institute
ommatidia. Each ommatidium contains eight photore-Baylor College of Medicine
ceptors, termed R1–R8. Ommatidia develop sequen-One Baylor Plaza,
tially from undifferentiated imaginal tissue as the mor-Houston, Texas 77030
phogenetic furrow (MF) progresses anteriorly across the
eye disc during the third larval instar (Ready et al., 1976).
The passage of the MF results in the selection of a singleSummary
founder cell per ommatidium, the R8 photoreceptor
(Tomlinson and Ready, 1987a). Once R8 differentiates,An outstanding model to study how neurons differenti-
the recruitment of all other photoreceptors occurs in aate from among a field of equipotent undifferentiated
precise order, beginning with photoreceptors R2 andcells is the process of R8 photoreceptor differentiation
R5, followed by R3 and R4, R1 and R6, and finally R7during Drosophila eye development. We show that in
(Ready et al., 1976). R8 differentiation is tightly regu-senseless mutant tissue, R8 differentiation fails and
lated, and a number of genes, including Notch, scabrousthe presumptive R8 cell adopts the R2/R5 fate. We
(sca), and rough (ro), negatively regulate the process ofidentify senseless repression of rough in R8 as an
R8 differentiation. Loss of Notch in the MF causes nearlyessential mechanism of R8 cell fate determination and
all cells to differentiate as R8 photoreceptors, while thedemonstrate that misexpression of senseless in non-
loss of sca or ro affects R8 differentiation at a laterR8 photoreceptors results in repression of rough and
stage, resulting in two or three R8 photoreceptors perinduction of the R8 fate. Surprisingly, there is no loss
ommatidium (Baker et al., 1990; Baker and Rubin, 1992;of ommatidial clusters in senseless mutant tissue and
Cagan and Ready, 1989; Heberlein et al., 1991). Theseall outer photoreceptor subtypes can be recruited,
data suggest that the R8 photoreceptor differentiatessuggesting that other photoreceptors can substitute
from among a group of uncommitted cells that are allfor R8 to initiate recruitment and that R8-specific sig-
competent to become the R8 photoreceptor and thatnaling is not required for outer photoreceptor subtype
this group of equipotent cells is progressively reducedassignment. A genetic model of R8 differentiation is
to a single cell per ommatidium. Moreover, Notch andpresented.
sca appear to work as members of the same pathway
(Baker et al., 1990; Baker and Zitron, 1995; Lee et al.,Introduction
2000; Powell et al., 2001), while ro expression is not
dependent on Notch signaling (Dokucu et al., 1996).The process of selection and differentiation of a single
Negative regulation of R8 differentiation is opposedneuron from amongst a field of equipotent and uncom-
by positive regulation under the control of the proneural
mitted cells is a complicated and important develop-
gene atonal (ato) (Jarman et al., 1994). ato is required
mental challenge. This task requires differential gene
for R8 differentiation, and ato loss-of-function mutations
expression between the presumptive neuronal cell and cause a complete failure of both R8 differentiation and
the surrounding uncommitted tissue. One way organ- all subsequent photoreceptor recruitment (Jarman et
isms achieve neural specification is by establishing a al., 1994, 1995). The protein expression pattern of Ato
zone of neuronal competency and then choosing a sin- reflects its function in R8 and is akin to proneural expres-
gle cell from within this zone to differentiate as a neuron. sion patterns observed during SOP selection. Ato is first
Such a sequence of events occurs during sensory organ expressed in a broad stripe within and just anterior to
precursor (SOP) selection in the developing embryonic the MF. Gradually, the protein is resolved posteriorly
nervous system of Drosophila. In imaginal discs, pro- into evenly spaced clusters of cells of decreasing num-
neural clusters of 15–20 cells define neuroectodermal ber, and it is ultimately expressed exclusively in the
fields that are competent to differentiate as neurons. single cell that is destined to become R8 (Jarman et
These clusters express a family of proneural genes. al., 1995). There are multiple identifiable stages to this
Eventually, a single SOP expresses proneural genes at refinement, and they correlate with the gradual reduc-
a higher level than the surrounding cells. The basic helix- tion in the number of cells competent to differentiate as
loop-helix proteins encoded by the proneural genes then R8 (Baker et al., 1996; Dokucu et al., 1996). Immediately
initiate the process of neuronal selection in the SOP prior to R8 differentiation, Ato is detected in a two to
(Cubas et al., 1991; Culi and Modolell, 1998; Jarman et three cell cluster (Figure 1A). There is both gain- and
loss-of-function evidence that the two to three cell clus-
ter represents the final group of cells that are fully com-7 Correspondence: gmardon@bcm.tmc.edu
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Figure 1. Senseless Marks the R8 Equiva-
lence Group and R8 and Is Genetically Down-
stream of atonal
(A) Regulation of R8 differentiation. atonal
(ato) is expressed in the three cells of the R8
equivalence group and in the R8 photorecep-
tor (gray circles). The cells of the R8 equiva-
lence group are equally competent to differ-
entiate as R8, and ato is required for R8
selection (arrow). rough (ro) represses R8 dif-
ferentiation at the stage of the R8 equivalence
group (inhibitory arrow) to ensure that only
one of the three cells becomes an R8 photo-
receptor. This regulation occurs within the
morphogenetic furrow (MF). (B–I) All panels
show eye imaginal discs of late third instar
larvae, and in this and in all subsequent fig-
ures, posterior is to the left. (B) Wild-type disc
stained for Sens (brown). Sens is first ex-
pressed in the MF and then in a single nucleus
per ommatidium posterior to the MF. (C)
Higher magnification of (B). (D) Wild-type disc
stained for Sens (red) and Ato (green). Ato is
broadly expressed in the MF anterior to the
onset of Sens expression. Sens and Ato colo-
calize (yellow) in the R8 equivalence group
(arrow). Colocalization continues in R8 until
Ato expression ceases. (E) Wild-type disc
stained for Sens (red) and the late R8-specific
enhancer trap, BBO2 (green). Sens expres-
sion precedes BBO2 in the R8 photoreceptor,
and BBO2 expression later colocalizes with
Sens in R8 (yellow). (F) Wild-type disc stained
for Sens (red) and Ro (green). Ro is initially
expressed broadly in the MF and does not
colocalize with Sens. Immediately posterior
to the MF, Ro is expressed in photoreceptors
R2 and R5, while Sens is expressed only in
R8 (arrow). (G) roX63 mutant disc stained for
Sens (red). Sens is expressed in multiple R8
cells in many ommatidia (arrow). (H) Disc con-
taining ato1 mutant clone stained for Sens (red) and negatively marked with -galactosidase (green). Sens is not expressed within the ato1
mutant clone. (I) A sevenless-GAL4  UAS-ato disc stained for Sens. Misexpression of ato induces Sens expression.
petent to differentiate as R8, and this cluster has thus is in turn required to further activate and maintain high
levels of proneural expression (Nolo et al., 2000). Fur-been termed the R8 equivalence group (Dokucu et al.,
1996). ro, a homeodomain encoding gene, is an impor- thermore, sens is expressed in all imaginal tissues, in-
cluding the third instar eye disc where it is expressedtant negative regulator of this final stage of R8 differenti-
ation, and it is believed that ro is required to ensure that in the R8 photoreceptor (Nolo et al., 2000). This expres-
sion in R8, the established relationship between sensonly one R8 cell differentiates from each R8 equivalence
group (Figure 1A) (Dokucu et al., 1996; Heberlein et al., and proneural genes in the PNS, and the essential role
of sens in PNS development suggest that sens may also1991). Ro, which is expressed exclusively in the devel-
oping eye, is expressed in the developing R2, R3, R4, function in R8 differentiation.
We have used mutations in sens to decipher mecha-and R5 photoreceptors, but not in R8 (Kimmel et al.,
1990). In addition, within the MF, Ro is expressed in all nisms of R8 differentiation and have found that sens is
both necessary and sufficient for R8 differentiation incells except for the R8 equivalence group and R8, a
pattern that is mutually exclusive with that of Ato (Do- the Drosophila eye. sens acts downstream of ato in the
developing eye, and when sens function is removed,kucu et al., 1996). These complementary patterns of
expression, in conjunction with work demonstrating that R8 differentiation fails during the resolution of the R8
equivalence group into a single R8 photoreceptor. More-Ro negatively regulates ato expression, suggest a mu-
tual antagonism of ato and ro in the developing eye over, in sens mutant ommatidia, the presumptive R8 cell
rapidly and consistently adopts characteristics of the(Dokucu et al., 1996). However, despite these relation-
ships with ato, the mechanism governing ro repression R2/R5 photoreceptor. We identify sens repression of
ro in the developing R8 photoreceptor as an essentialof R8 differentiation is not understood.
Recently, the senseless (sens) gene product, a C2H2 mechanism of R8 differentiation, suggesting that the
mutual antagonism of ato and ro is sens mediated. Wetype zinc finger protein, has been shown to be both
necessary and sufficient for neural development. In the also demonstrate that sens misexpression in non-R8
photoreceptors results in both repression of ro and com-PNS, proneural genes induce sens expression, and sens
sens Is Required for R8 Differentiation
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petency to adopt the R8 fate. Strikingly, ommatidia still
develop in sens mutant ommatidia despite the absence
of R8, and all outer photoreceptor subtypes are suc-
cessfully recruited. This indicates that other photore-
ceptors can substitute for R8 to initiate recruitment and
rules out all models for outer photoreceptor subtype
specification that involve R8-specific signaling, either in
the form of spatial cues or ligand/receptor interactions.
Results
Expression of sens in the Developing
Drosophila Retina
sens is expressed in the R8 photoreceptor during third
instar eye development beginning within the MF (Figures
1B and 1C) (Nolo et al., 2000). As ato is expressed
throughout the MF and is the earliest known marker of
R8 differentiation, we used Ato expression to precisely
determine when Sens expression begins. The expres-
sion of Ato and Sens colocalize beginning with the R8
equivalence group, indicating that Sens is expressed
prior to the selection of a single R8 photoreceptor (Fig-
ure 1D), and Ato and Sens are detected together in the
same cell until Ato expression ceases after the third
column of photoreceptor development. The overlapping
Figure 2. The R8 Photoreceptor Is Absent in senseless Mutant Adultpattern of Sens and a later R8 marker, BBO2, demon-
Ommatidiastrates that Sens is expressed in R8 throughout larval
Mitotic clones are negatively marked by the absence of pigmenteye development (Figure 1E). Furthermore, Sens does
granules. (A and B) High power magnification of three ommatidianot colocalize with Ro (Figure 1F), which is never ex-
at the level of R7 (A) and of R8 (B). Two normally constructed omma-
pressed in the cells of the R8 equivalence group or in tidia with wild-type photoreceptors (top right and left). The pigment
R8 (Dokucu et al., 1996; Kimmel et al., 1990). for photoreceptors R1–R7 is detected at the level of R7 (arrows,
We sought to determine if Sens continues to mark R8 [A]), while pigment for R8 is seen at the level of R8 (arrows, [B]).
Mosaic ommatidium containing numerous sens mutant photorecep-in mutant backgrounds that contain multiple R8 photo-
tors (R1–R4) (bottom). Note pigment associated with R8. ([A and B],receptors per ommatidium, as is the case for other R8-
inset) Normal configuration of photoreceptor rhabdomeres withinspecific markers (Dokucu et al., 1996; Heberlein et al.,
an ommatidium at the level of R7 (A) and R8 (B). (C) Data for 91
1991). We therefore examined Sens expression in both mosaic ommatidia scored. (n  number of ommatidia mutant for
roX63 (Figure 1G) and scaBP2 (not shown) eye imaginal that photoreceptor; %  percentage of ommatidia mutant for that
discs. In both cases, Sens is detected in multiple R8 photoreceptor.) Mosaic ommatidia with a sens mutant R8 are not
recovered. (D and E) A large sens mutant clone at the level of R7cells per ommatidium. Thus, Sens remains a faithful
(D) and R8 (E). Photoreceptors with small rhabdomeres are notmarker of R8 in mutant backgrounds.
detected, suggesting the absence of both R8 and R7. The arrowSince the expression pattern of Sens overlaps that of
points to an ommatidium containing four photoreceptors with large
Ato and sens lies downstream of proneural genes in rhabdomeres, the most commonly observed configuration.
the PNS, we sought to confirm this relationship in the
developing eye. We generated ato1 mutant clones in the
eye using the FLP/FRT system (Golic and Lindquist, (Golic and Lindquist, 1989; Morata and Ripoll, 1975; Xu
1989; Xu and Rubin, 1993) and found that Sens is not and Rubin, 1993). Within a single ommatidium of the
detected within the clone (Figure 1H). Similarly, Sens is adult retina, photoreceptors have a characteristic, highly
not detected in eye discs dissected from ato1 mutant regular arrangement. The rhabdomeres of the six outer
larvae (Nolo et al., 2000). We also expressed UAS-ato photoreceptors (R1–R6) are large in size and form a
(Jarman and Ahmed, 1998) under the control of sev- trapezoid. Centrally placed within the trapezoid are the
enless-GAL4, which is expressed in all photoreceptor small rhabdomeres of R7 and R8 (Figures 2A and 2B,
cells except R8, R2, and R5, and found that expression inset). This precise organization allows unambiguous
of Sens is strongly activated in response to ectopic identification of all photoreceptor subtypes within a nor-
ato (Figure 1I). Taken together, these data place sens mally constructed ommatidium. Moreover, cells within
downstream of ato in the developing eye. a single ommatidium are not derived from a fixed cell
lineage (Lawrence and Green, 1979; Ready et al., 1976).
Thus, ommatidia located at the border of clones con-Normal R8 Differentiation Requires sens
The genetic relationship between ato and sens, the im- taining both wild-type and mutant photoreceptors may
still be normally constructed. Analysis of such “mosaic”portance of ato in R8 development, and the early detec-
tion of Sens in the developing R8 photoreceptor suggest ommatidia reveals which photoreceptors, if any, require
the function of a gene in question for normal ommatidialthat sens might play a role in normal R8 differentiation.
We tested this by generating large sens mutant clones development. We found that normally constructed om-
matidia containing photoreceptors mutant for sensusing the FLP/FRT system in a Minute background
Neuron
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Table 1. Failure of R8 Differentiation Results in Ommatidia with Fewer Photoreceptors
Number of Photoreceptors per Ommatidium
Genotype 8 7 6 5 4 3 Other Average
sensE2/sensE2 1 85 56 84 119 45 7 5.1  1.3
To avoid scoring mosaic ommatidia, only clusters at least one ommatidium width away from the clone border were counted. Results were
pooled from eleven independent clones. Ommatidia of sens mutant clones range in size from three to eight photoreceptors. The most common
ommatidial configuration contains four photoreceptors (see Figures 2D and E). The column marked “other” includes rare ommatidia containing
rhabdomeres that are positioned sideways and ommatidia that could not be accurately scored.
could form only if the R8 photoreceptor had at least R8 photoreceptor does not die during larval develop-
ment during the period when all other photoreceptorsone functional copy of sens (Figures 2A and 2B). Of
91 mosaic ommatidia scored, no normally constructed are recruited. Thus, the first model is not correct.
ommatidia containing a sens mutant R8 were recovered,
and there was no significant preference for any other
photoreceptor to retain sens function (Figure 2C).
Large patches of retina containing ommatidia entirely
mutant for sens are readily recovered in adults. While
ommatidia in such clones are disorganized and of vari-
able size and configuration, the number of ommatidia
and the spacing between them is not changed from the
surrounding wild-type tissue. However, all ommatidia
have one striking similarity: they do not contain morpho-
logically discernable R8 or R7 photoreceptors (Figures
2D and 2E; Table 1). Small rhabdomeres are extremely
rare (0.2%) and could not be identified as part of either
an R8 or an R7 photoreceptor (not shown). As R8 is
believed to be required for subsequent photoreceptor
recruitment during normal eye development, the pres-
ence of outer photoreceptors despite the absence of a
morphologically distinct R8 within sens mutant omma-
tidia is a puzzling observation.
At least four models could explain the presence of
photoreceptors in sens mutant ommatidia despite the
apparent absence of R8. First, the R8 photoreceptor
could differentiate, begin the process of photoreceptor
recruitment, and then die. Second, recruitment of photo-
receptors could occur without a differentiated R8. Third,
the R8 photoreceptor could differentiate with character-
istics of both R8 and another photoreceptor such that
it could not be detected as an R8 cell in the adult, yet
could still enable photoreceptor recruitment to occur.
Fourth, the R8 cell could initiate differentiation but then
undergo a fate change into another photoreceptor sub-
type, while still enabling photoreceptor recruitment to
occur.
To test the first model of R8 differentiation followed Figure 3. R8 Photoreceptor Differentiation Fails in senseless Mutant
by death, we looked at expression of an enhancer trap Ommatidia
in sca that is normally expressed strongly in the R8 All panels show late third instar eye imaginal discs containing clones
of sens mutant tissue marked by the absence of either GFP (A) orphotoreceptor throughout the larval eye disc posterior
-galactosidase (B–D), both in green. (A) An R8-specific enhancerto the MF. This expression pattern is unlike that of Sca
trap in sca (red) is normally expressed in one cell per ommatidiumprotein, which normally cannot be detected after about
throughout the eye disc posterior to the MF. As in the wild-type,the fourth column of ommatidia (Mlodzik et al., 1990),
the enhancer trap is expressed in one cell per ommatidium through-
and is likely a consequence of perdurance of either lacZ out sens mutant tissue posterior to the MF. (B) Sca protein (red) is
transcript or -galactosidase protein well after enhancer normally expressed in the MF and in all R8 cells for the first few
columns. Sca is expressed in sens mutant clones at decreasedactivity ceases. Thus, the enhancer trap in sca is a
intensity and in fewer cells. (C) Ato (red) is normally expressed inmarker for R8 selection that is maintained throughout
an anterior broad stripe, the R8 equivalence group, and in R8. Withinlarval development. Within sens mutant clones, -galac-
sens mutant clones, Ato is expressed normally through the R8 equiv-tosidase protein is detected within a single cell per om-
alence group but is absent at the single R8 stage in 75% of omma-
matidium all the way to the posterior margin of the eye tidia (bracket). Ato is occasionally detected in R8 (arrow). (D) Boss
disc, as in wild-type tissue (Figure 3A). This suggests (red) is normally expressed in all R8 cells posterior to the MF but is
never detected within sens mutant clones.that a single R8 cell is selected and that this presumptive
sens Is Required for R8 Differentiation
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The second model of recruitment without R8 differen-
tiation was addressed by examining other R8-specific
markers within sens mutant clones. Normally, Sca pro-
tein can be detected in the earliest identifiable R8 photo-
receptor, but only for a few columns. Within sens mutant
tissue Sca is expressed, but at a lower level of intensity
and in fewer cells than in the wild-type (Figure 3B). Ex-
pression of another early marker of R8 differentiation,
Ato, is also altered. Ato is expressed normally from its
early broad expression through the R8 equivalence
group (Baker et al., 1996; Dokucu et al., 1996). However,
at the stage where Ato normally resolves into a single
R8 cell, reduced expression is routinely observed in sens
mutant clones. Specifically, Ato expression is absent at
the single R8 stage in 75% of ommatidia but rarely can
be detected in single cells as late as the third column
of development (Figure 3C). The persistence of the en-
hancer trap in sca suggests that R8 selection occurs,
but the observed patterns of Sca and Ato indicate that
the process of R8 differentiation is aborted within the
MF, most often during resolution of the R8 equivalence
group to a single R8 cell, an interval of about one and
a half hours. Later markers for R8, Boss (Figure 3D) and
BBO2 (not shown), are always absent within sens mutant
clones. Thus, while the R8 photoreceptor may initiate
differentiation, the process is rapidly aborted and the
presumptive R8 always ceases to express R8-specific
genes. These findings do not unequivocally rule out the
Figure 4. The Presumptive R8 Photoreceptor Becomes an R2/R5second model of recruitment without a differentiated
Photoreceptor and Is Sufficient to Recruit All Outer PhotoreceptorR8, but they do disprove the third model of dual fate
Subtypes in senseless Mutant Ommatidia
because R8-specific gene expression is rapidly and con-
sens mutant clones are negatively marked with either GFP (A andsistently lost.
B) or-galactosidase (C–G), both in green. (A) R2/R5 photoreceptors
are marked with an enhancer trap specific to R2/R5 (red). The en-
Recruitment of All Outer Photoreceptor Subtypes hancer trap is expressed in two cells per ommatidium in wild-type
tissue (arrowhead) and in three cells per ommatidium within theCan Occur Despite Early Abortion of R8
clone (arrow; Table 2). (B) R2/R5 photoreceptors are marked as inPhotoreceptor Differentiation
(A), and R8 is marked with the R8-specific enhancer trap in scaAs the R8 cell may initiate differentiation but does not
(also in red). The combination of the two enhancer traps is normallysubsequently die in sens mutant clones, we considered
expressed in three cells per ommatidium (arrowhead). In the clone,
our fourth model that R8 might undergo a fate change. three cells per ommatidium continue to express the combination of
To test this, we studied the expression of photoreceptor enhancer traps, but the centrally placed cell stains with greater
subtype-specific markers within sens mutant clones us- intensity (arrow). (C) R3/R4 photoreceptors are marked with Sal (red),
which is expressed initially in two photoreceptors per ommatidium ining an R2/R5-specific enhancer trap to mark R2 and R5
wild-type tissue (arrowhead) and in a variable number of cells within(Figure 4A), Spalt (Sal) to mark R3 and R4 (Figure 4C),
the clone. An ommatidium completely lacking Sal is indicatedand BarH1 to mark R1 and R6 (Figure 4D). The most
(arrow). (D) R1/R6 photoreceptors are marked with BarH1 (red), andsignificant finding is that the R2/R5-specific enhancer
BarH1 is expressed in two cells per ommatidium in wild-type tissue
trap is expressed in three cells per ommatidium instead (arrowhead) and in two or fewer cells within the clone. An ommatid-
of the usual two in  99% of sens mutant ommatidia. ium completely lacking BarH1 is indicated (arrow). (E–G) dpERK
In contrast, although photoreceptors of the R3, R4, R1, (red) identifies regions of activated Ras signaling and marks areas
of differentiating photoreceptors. Within the clone, dpERK levelsand R6 subtypes were indeed recruited, they were gen-
are reduced but not absent posterior to the MF.erally present in reduced numbers (Table 2). These data
suggest that, despite rapid loss of R8-specific gene ex-
pression in sens mutant clones, all outer photoreceptor
The fourth model predicts that the extra R2/R5 photo-subtypes can be successfully recruited. We also found
receptor observed in sens mutant ommatidia might bethat levels of dual phosphorylated extracellular signal
the presumptive R8 cell. To test this hypothesis, we tookregulated kinase (dpERK), the activated MAP kinase of
advantage of the R8-specific enhancer trap in sca, whichthe Ras signaling cascade, are reduced but not elimi-
persists in the presumptive R8 photoreceptor evennated within sens mutant clones (Figures 4E–4G). As
within sens mutant tissue (Figure 3A). We determinedEGFR signaling is responsible for nearly all Ras signaling
the expression of both the R2/R5- and the R8-specificin the developing eye and is required for all non-R8
enhancer traps in the same sens mutant clone and foundphotoreceptor recruitment (Freeman, 1996; Kumar et al.,
that in the neighboring wild-type tissue the two enhancer1998; Tio and Moses, 1997; Yang and Baker, 2001), the
traps together mark three cells per ommatidium at com-reduction in dpERK levels is consistent with, and may
parable levels of intensity (Figure 4B). Although threebe the cause of, diminished photoreceptor recruitment
in sens mutant tissue. cells per ommatidium continue to express the two en-
Neuron
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Table 2. R8 Differentiation Is Not Required to Induce Outer
Photoreceptor Subtypes
Number of Photoreceptors per Ommatidium
sensE2/sensE2 wildtype
Subtype 0 1 2 3 Average Average
R2/R5 0 0 2 264 3.0  0.10 2
R3/R4 39 24 30 9 1.1  1.0 2
R1/R6 26 51 50 0 1.2  0.75 2
To avoid scoring mosaic ommatidia, only clusters at least one om-
matidium width away from the clone border were counted. Results
were pooled from at least five independent clones for each subtype.
R2 and R5 were identified with an R2/R5-specific enhancer trap,
R3 and R4 were identified by Spalt (Sal) expression, and R1 and R6
were identified by BarH1 expression. In the wild type, each of these
is detected in only two photoreceptors per ommatidium. In sens
mutant ommatidia, three R2/R5 cells are nearly always observed,
and R3, R4, R1, and R6 photoreceptors successfully differentiate
but in reduced numbers (see Figures 4A, 4C, and 4D).
hancer traps within sens mutant clones, the centrally
positioned cell is consistently marked with greater inten-
sity (Figure 4B). Therefore, the R2/R5 marker is misex-
pressed in the presumptive R8 photoreceptor.
R8 Differentiation Is Mediated
by sens Repression of ro
In addition to the R2/R5-specific enhancer trap de-
scribed above, we examined another R2/R5 marker,
Rough (Ro), to confirm and extend our hypothesis that Figure 5. R8 Differentiation Requires senseless-Mediated Repres-
sion of Roughthe presumptive R8 photoreceptor was becoming an R2
or R5 photoreceptor. Ro is normally expressed in the (A–C) sens mutant clones are positioned close to the MF and are
marked with a white line. (A) Ro (red) is expressed outside theR2/R5 photoreceptors and later expands to include the
clone in two cells per ommatidium (arrowhead) but in three cellsR3/R4 photoreceptors. Within sens mutant clones, Ro
per ommatidium within the clone (arrow). (B) The R8-specific en-is detected abnormally in three cells per ommatidium
hancer trap in sca (green) is expressed in one cell per ommatidium
at the time when it should only be detected in the R2/ within the clone (arrow) and marks the presumptive R8 photorecep-
R5 photoreceptor pair (Figure 5A). Moreover, when the tor (see Figure 3A). (C) Merge of (A) and (B). The R8-specific enhancer
presumptive R8 cell is marked with the R8-specific en- trap in sca (green) and Ro (red) colocalize (yellow) in one cell per
ommatidium within the clone (arrow) but not in the wild-type tissuehancer trap in sca (Figure 5B), the enhancer trap is con-
(arrowhead), indicating that Ro is expressed inappropriately in thesistently expressed in one of the three Ro-expressing
presumptive R8 photoreceptor. (D and F) sens mutant clone. (E, G,cells (Figure 5C). These data suggest that sens normally
and H) sens mutant clone induced in a roX63 mutant background. (D)
represses Ro in the differentiating R8 photoreceptor. No photoreceptors with small rhabdomeres are present. (E) Photore-
As ro is not normally expressed in R8 (Figure 1F) ceptors with small rhabdomeres are detected. Some clusters have
(Dokucu et al., 1996; Kimmel et al., 1990), and misex- only one photoreceptor with a small rhabdomere in a given section
(arrowhead), but others have multiple photoreceptors with smallpression of Ro induces changes in cell fate (Kimmel et
rhabdomeres (arrow). (F–H) Clones are negatively marked with GFPal., 1990), we hypothesized that Ro misexpression in
(green). (F) Boss (red) is not expressed within the clone. (G) Bossthe presumptive R8 cell is responsible for the loss of
expression (red) is restored within the clone. (H) Expression of BBO2,
R8 observed in sens mutant clones. To test whether ro an R8-specific enhancer trap (red), is restored within the clone. In
is epistatic to sens, we generated sens mutant clones in some cases, BBO2 is detected in more than one cell per ommatidium
a ro mutant background. We found that many ommatidia (arrow).
mutant for both sens and ro contain photoreceptors with
small rhabdomeres, suggesting the presence of either
R8 or R7 photoreceptors (Figure 5E). Furthermore, some the double mutant tissue (Figure 5G). BBO2 expression
is also restored in the double mutant tissue, sometimesdouble mutant ommatidia contain more than one photo-
receptor with a small rhabdomere, similar to the ro mu- in two photoreceptors within the same cluster, sug-
gesting the presence of more than one R8 photoreceptortant phenotype (Figure 5E). To determine if the photore-
ceptors with small rhabdomeres were R8 cells, we (Figure 5H). Thus, inappropriate Ro expression in the
presumptive R8 cell is likely responsible for the earlylooked at the expression of two late markers of R8 differ-
entiation, Boss, and an R8-specific enhancer trap, abortion of R8 differentiation and adoption of the R2/
R5 fate in sens mutant ommatidia.BBO2, in sens mutant clones generated in a ro mutant
background. We found that while Boss is never ex- Since sens-mediated repression of ro plays a critical
role in R8 differentiation, we tested if sens misexpres-pressed in tissue mutant only for sens (Figure 3D and
5F), Boss expression is restored in many ommatidia in sion was sufficient to repress ro and induce additional
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Table 3. Fly Strains
Genotype Source
Canton S Bloomington Stock Center
w; sensE2 FRT80B/TM6B This work
w; sensE1 FRT80B/TM6B This work
w; roX63 (Kimmel et al., 1990)
w; ato1 (Jarman et al., 1995)
w; FRT82 ato1 (Chen and Chien, 1999)
BBO2 enhancer trap (R8) (Hart et al., 1990)
rI234 enhancer trap (sca) G. Rubin
rM104 enhancer trap (R2/R5) U. Gaul
UAS-ato (1) (Jarman and Ahmed, 1998)
y w; UAS-sens (c5) (Nolo et al., 2000)
w; sensE2 FRT80B rM104/TM6B This work
w; rI234; sensE2 FRT80B/TM6B This work
y w hsFLP122; P{wmC  arm-lacZ} FRT40A (Vincent et al., 1994)
y w hsFLP122; FRT82 P{wmCarm-lacZ} (Vincent et al., 1994)
w; P{y}66E P{w}70C FRT80B/TM3 J. Treisman
w; P{wmCubi-GFP}61EF FRT80B/TM3 (Davis et al., 1995)
w; M(3)i(55) P{w}70C, FRT80B/TM6B (Newsome et al., 2000)
y w hsFLP122; P{wmCubi-GFP}61EF M(3)i(55) P{w}70C FRT80B/TM6B This work
y w hsFLP122; M(3)i(55) P{wmCarm-lacZ}70C FRT80B/TM6B This work
w; sensE2 FRT80B roX63/TM6B This work
y w hsFLP122; P{wmCubi-GFP}61EF, M(3)i(55) P{w}70C FRT80B roX63/TM6B This work
hsFLP122 P{wmW.hsGawB}elavC155 P{wmCUAS-mCD8::GFP}; P{wmCtubP-GAL80} FRT40A (Lee and Luo, 1999)
photoreceptors to adopt the R8 fate. sens was misex- recruitment, and ruling out all models for outer photore-
ceptor subtype specification that involve R8-specificpressed in clones posterior to the MF using a variation
on the MARCM system (Table 3; Experimental Proce- signaling, either in the form of spatial cues or ligand/
receptor interactions.dures) (Lee and Luo, 1999). Within sens misexpression
clones, Ro is repressed in those cells showing the high-
est levels of Sens (Figures 6A–6D). sens misexpression sens-Mediated Repression of ro Is Essential
for R8 Differentiationis also sufficient to induce Boss expression in multiple
cells per ommatidium and at higher levels than it is We have demonstrated that sens lies downstream of
ato and that sens expression, which begins in the R8normally expressed (Figures 6E–6H). Finally, in the adult
retina, misexpression of sens causes ommatidial disrup- equivalence group, is maintained in R8 at least through
the completion of larval development (Figures 1B–1E).tion near the center of the clone and induces the forma-
tion of ectopic small rhabdomeres within ommatidia Consistent with this expression pattern, there is a cell-
autonomous requirement in R8 for sens, but no require-near the clonal border (Figures 6I and 6J). Thus, sens
is capable of repressing Ro when misexpressed, and is ment for sens in any other photoreceptor (Figure 2).
Interestingly, in sens mutant ommatidia, a presumptivesufficient to induce both R8-specific gene expression
and rhabdomere morphology. R8 photoreceptor is selected, but it appears that R8
differentiation does not occur in the majority of omma-
tidia, and in the minority of ommatidia where R8 differen-Discussion
tiation may initiate, the process is quickly aborted within
the MF (Figures 3A–3D). As R8-specific gene expressionIn Drosophila, R8 photoreceptor differentiation is a
highly regulated process that requires complex interac- is never observed or is rapidly lost in sens mutant tissue,
sens function is thus required to ensure proper R8 differ-tions among many positively and negatively acting fac-
tors. However, despite the importance of R8, both in entiation and to maintain the R8 fate immediately follow-
ing the stage of the R8 equivalence group, but is notthe Drosophila eye and as a model for the study of
nervous system development, the molecular mecha- required for R8 selection.
In sens mutant ommatidia, the presumptive R8 cellnism controlling R8 differentiation has not been well
established. We demonstrate that R8 differentiation re- rapidly expresses R2/R5-specific genes and adopts the
fate of an R2/R5 photoreceptor in essentially all casesquires sens-mediated repression of ro, an eye-specific
repressor of R8 differentiation, and thus identify the (Figures 4A, 4B, and 5A–5C). One R2/R5-specific marker
that is abnormally expressed in the presumptive R8mechanism of repression of a cell fate repressor as an
essential component of the process of R8 differentia- within sens mutant ommatidia is Ro. Previous work has
established that ro acts as a repressor of R8 differentia-tion. Moreover, we show that when R8 differentiation
fails within sens mutant ommatidia, the presumptive R8 tion and that Ro is not normally expressed in R8 (Dokucu
et al., 1996; Jarman et al., 1994; Kimmel et al., 1990;cell inappropriately expresses Ro and differentiates as
an R2/R5 photoreceptor. Despite adoption of the R2/ Tomlinson et al., 1988). The consistent misexpression
of Ro within the presumptive R8 photoreceptor in sensR5 fate by the presumptive R8 cell, all subsequent outer
photoreceptor subtypes can be recruited, demonstrat- mutant tissue suggests that sens represses Ro in R8
(Figures 5A–5C). Such a relationship between sens anding that non-R8 photoreceptors can substitute for R8 in
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Figure 6. Rough Is Repressed and Ectopic
R8 Photoreceptors Are Induced by Misex-
pression of senseless
(A–J) A variation of the MARCM system was
used to generate clones of tissue misex-
pressing sens posterior to the MF in an other-
wise wild-type background (Experimental
Procedures). (A and E) Clone boundaries are
marked by membrane-associated GFP (pur-
ple). (B, D, F, and H) Sens (green) expression
is induced within the clones at a high level
compared to wild-type levels. (A–D) Ro (red)
is expressed at normal levels and in its ex-
pected pattern outside of the clone but is
reduced where Sens expression is highest
within the clone (white border). (E–H) Boss is
expressed in a single cell per ommatidium
outside of the clone but is detected in addi-
tional cells per ommatidium and at greatly
increased levels where sens is misexpressed
(white border). (I) Misexpression of sens dis-
rupts ommatidia in the center of the clone.
(J) Near the border of the clone, ommatidia
containing multiple photoreceptors with small
rhabdomeres are detected.
ro is further supported by the observation that sens function is not required for establishment or mainte-
nance of neural fate in the developing eye, but specifi-misexpression causes the repression of Ro in outer pho-
toreceptors (Figures 6A–6D). Moreover, it is clear that cally for directing a cell to follow the R8 differentiation
pathway (this work). Thus, sens and ro seem to haverepression of Ro in R8 is of functional significance be-
cause loss of ro function is sufficient to rescue the R8 analogous roles in directing the specification of specific
photoreceptor cell fates. The transcriptional and geneticloss observed in sens mutant clones (Figures 5D–5H).
These data imply that ro is epistatic to sens and that relationships we have identified between sens and ro
imply that the process of R8 differentiation involves asens-mediated repression of Ro is essential for R8 differ-
entiation. Thus, we identify repression of a cell-fate re- hierarchical interaction where sens normally represses
ro to prevent both ro repression of R8 and ro induction ofpressor as a major mechanism of R8 differentiation. Our
findings are also consistent with the observations that R2/R5. When sens function is removed, ro is abnormally
expressed in the presumptive R8 cell and the R2/R5sens acts as a repressor in the Drosophila CNS (Nolo
et al., 2000) and that the sens homologs Gfi-1 (murine) fate is adopted (Figure 7A).
We thus propose a new model for the genetic regula-and pag3 (C. elegans) function as repressors as well
(Grimes et al., 1996; Jia et al., 1997). tion of R8 differentiation that includes the relationships
among ato, sens, and ro (Figure 7B). In this model, atoIn addition to its role as a repressor of R8 differentia-
tion, ro has previously been demonstrated to be suffi- induces sens within the R8 equivalence group and R8,
and sens is in turn required for maintenance of ato ex-cient to induce changes in subtype specification, and
it is thought that ro acts downstream of photoreceptor pression. As R8 may transiently differentiate in sens
mutant clones, ato is likely sufficient to confer specificityrecruitment to specify photoreceptor subtype identity
as an R2/R5 cell (Kimmel et al., 1990). Moreover, it is to R8 differentiation, whereas sens is required to “lock-
in” and maintain this program of R8 differentiation, pri-clear that in ro mutant ommatidia the presumptive R2/
R5 photoreceptors adopt the fate of an R1, R3, R4, or marily via the repression of ro. Thus, mutual antagonism
of ato and ro is likely mediated by sens. sens presumablyR6 photoreceptor (Heberlein et al., 1991). Similarly, both
loss- and gain-of-function experiments reveal that sens has a ro-independent role in R8 differentiation as well,
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function in the developing eye leads to altered cell fate
decisions, but cells remain viable as neurons. These
differences between the eye and the embryonic nervous
system are not entirely unexpected, as successful R8
selection and differentiation hinges on the unique phe-
nomenon of differential patterns of gene expression with
the passage of the MF. For example, whereas the SOP
is surrounded by largely equivalent cells on all sides as
it is selected, the emerging R8 cell is surrounded by a
graded environment–a field of R8 competent cells imme-
diately anteriorly, equivalently staged regions of R8 dif-
ferentiation dorsally and ventrally, and more mature om-
matidia posteriorly. Moreover, cells in each of these
environments exert specific effects upon the process
of R8 differentiation (for examples, see Dokucu et al.,
1996; Dominguez, 1999). The continued analysis of this
unusual developmental strategy may thus unveil princi-
ples of nervous system development that are not acces-
sible by the study of SOP development or other systems.
R8 Cell-Type-Specific Events Are Separable
from Its Recruiting Function
Our analysis of sens mutant ommatidia reveals that the
process of R8 differentiation fails very early in develop-
Figure 7. Regulation of Photoreceptor Differentiation in the Dro- ment. Despite this, recruitment and differentiation of
sophila Eye outer photoreceptors occurs. These findings are unique
(A) Summary of genetic relationships controlling R8 differentiation. and paradoxical because R8 is thought to initiate the
Wild-type R8: ato induces sens, which represses ro, resulting in R8 recruitment of all other photoreceptors, although ato-
differentiation and failure of R2/R5 induction. sens mutant R8: ro independent photoreceptor differentiation has been ob-is not repressed, resulting in R2/R5 induction and failure of R8
served (Dominguez et al., 1998; Freeman, 1994; Jarmandifferentiation. sens, ro double mutant R8: despite the lack of sens,
et al., 1994; Sun et al., 2000; Tio et al., 1994; Tomlinsonabsence of ro results in R8 differentiation and failure of R2/R5 induc-
tion. Ectopic sens: misexpression of sens posterior to the morpho- and Ready, 1987a). Moreover, loss-of-function muta-
genetic furrow represses ro and induces ectopic R8 differentiation. tions in all other genes known to be cell-autonomously
(B) Model for the genetic regulation of R8 differentiation. Arrows in required in R8 for normal eye development lead to the
black indicate novel relationships identified in this paper while complete failure of photoreceptor recruitment (Freeman,arrows in gray indicate those previously identified (see text for de-
1994; Jarman et al., 1994; Tio et al., 1994; Tio and Moses,tails).
1997; Wasserman et al., 2000). How can photoreceptor(C) Model for non-R8 photoreceptor recruitment. ato function leads
to selection of the presumptive R8 photoreceptor (PR). This PR recruitment, a process known to require R8, occur with-
secretes Spitz (Spi) to initiate the process of photoreceptor recruit- out an R8 cell?
ment but does not need to differentiate as R8 to perform this task. At present, R8 is believed to have two distinct func-
Other factors act in coordination with Spi to induce specific photore- tions in the process of photoreceptor recruitment. First,ceptor fates. sens function is specifically required for the presump-
R8 is thought to recruit photoreceptors by providing thetive R8 cell to differentiate as R8. After R8 differentiates, Boss is
initial source of Spitz (Spi), a positive ligand for the EGFRexpressed and interacts with Sevenless to induce R7 differentiation
in conjunction with Spi activation of the EGFR. during eye development (Freeman, 1994; Lesokhin et
al., 1999; Tio et al., 1994). Spi activates the EGFR which
induces Ras signaling and differentiation of all photore-
ceptors (except R8), cone cells, and pigment cells (Free-as loss of ro function does not completely rescue the
sens mutant phenotype. The relationship between ato man, 1996; Kumar et al., 1998; Spencer et al., 1998; Tio
and Moses, 1997). Second, R8 recruits the R7 photore-and ro presented in this model has been established
elsewhere (Dokucu et al., 1996). ceptor via direct Boss/Sevenless interactions (reviewed
in Cagan, 1993; Raabe, 2000; Zipursky and Rubin, 1994).Two of our findings suggest that while R8 differentia-
tion and SOP selection are similar in principle, there are The second function of R8 is clearly abrogated in sens
mutant clones. This is expected because R7 is inducedfundamental differences between the two. First, there
is no direct evidence that repression of a repressor is by physical contact with the Boss ligand, which is nor-
mally expressed solely on R8, and Boss is never ex-a mechanism used during SOP selection to specify neu-
ronal fates, while this mechanism is of great importance pressed within sens mutant clones. However, the first
function of R8, while somewhat compromised, is notduring R8 differentiation. Second, while the relation-
ships between sens and proneural genes are maintained eliminated.
Current models predict that after Spi is first secretedboth in the developing eye and the emerging SOP, the
sens loss-of-function phenotype is quite different in the from R8, it binds to the EGFR and induces Ras signaling
in two neighboring cells, the emerging R2 and R5 photo-eye and the embryonic nervous system. In the embry-
onic nervous system, loss of sens function results in cell receptors. Subsequently, Spi is also secreted from R2
and R5 (and later R3 and R4) and the increased Spideath and complete neural loss. However, loss of sens
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arm-lacZ}70C FRT80B/TM6B (third instar analysis without enhancerconcentration leads to recruitment of all later photore-
trap lines) were heat shocked at 38C for one hour. Mutant clonesceptors. In one model, it is specifically the timing of
are marked by the absence of pigment granules in adults and byinduction of the EGFR pathway that determines photore-
the loss of either a ubi-GFP reporter or an arm-lacZ reporter in
ceptor subtype (Freeman, 1996). However, an equally imaginal discs (Davis et al., 1995; Vincent et al., 1994). Analysis of
plausible model for the recruitment of R2 and R5 (and sens mutant clones in a ro mutant background was carried out as
above but with progeny of a cross between the following stocks:perhaps later photoreceptors) is one that is similar to
w; sensE2 FRT80B roX63/TM6B and y w hsFLP122; P{wmCubi-R8-mediated induction of R7, where both activation of
GFP}61EF, M(3)i(55) P{w}70C FRT80B roX63/TM6B.the EGFR pathway by Spi and ligand/receptor interac-
Misexpression of sens employed a variation on the MARCM sys-tions (Boss/Sevenless) are required together for induc-
tem in which clones were generated that lacked the tubulin-GAL80
tion of the R7 fate (Tio and Moses, 1997). We have found repression construct but did not contain any mutations (Lee and Luo,
that all outer photoreceptor subtypes can be recruited 1999). y w; UAS-sens (c5) females were crossed to y w hsFLP122;
P{wmCarm-lacZ} FRT40A males to generate males of the followingin sens mutant ommatidia. As sens mutant ommatidia
genotype: y w; P{wmCarm-lacZ} FRT40A/; UAS-sens/. Theselack a differentiated R8 cell, our observations rule out
males were then crossed to hsFLP122 P{wmW.hsGawB}elavC155all models for subtype specification that involve any R8-
P{wmCUAS-mCD8::GFP}; P{wmCtubP-GAL80} FRT40A femalesspecific signaling, either in the form of spatial cues or
and first instar larvae were subjected to a one hour heat shock at
ligand/receptor interactions. Other models that rely on 38C. Within the clone, GAL80 repression of GAL4 is lost, and both
timing, signaling from other photoreceptors (Wolff and UAS constructs are expressed. The elavC155 GAL4 driver is not neural-
specific in the developing eye imaginal disc and is expressed in aReady, 1993), retinal prepatterning (Dickson et al., 1992;
ubiquitous pattern posterior to the MF.Freeman, 1996), combinatorial signaling (Flores et al.,
2000; Xu et al., 2000), the actions of surrounding undif-
Antibody Staining, Adult Retina Preparation, and Microscopyferentiated cells (Huang and Fischer-Vize, 1996), or in-
The following primary antibodies were used: guinea pig anti-Sensstructive signaling from the presumptive R8 prior to
(1:800); rabbit anti-Ato (1:5000), mouse anti-Ro (1:100), mouse anti-overt R8 differentiation remain possible, likely in combi-
Sca (1:200), mouse anti-Boss (1:2000), rabbit anti-Sal (1:100), rabbit
nation with one another. anti-BarH1 (1:100), mouse anti-dpERK (1:250) (Sigma), rabbit anti-
In sens mutant ommatidia, the selection of the pre- -galactosidase (1:500) (Cappel), mouse anti--galactosidase
(1:1000) (Promega), and rabbit and mouse anti-GFP (1:1000) (Molec-sumptive R8 cell is not affected, but the presumptive
ular Probes). Conjugated goat anti-mouse, rabbit, and guinea pigR8 differentiates as an R2/R5 cell at approximately the
fluorescent secondary antibodies were ALEXA 488 (Molecularsame time as R8 would normally differentiate. Thus, it
Probes), Cy3 (Jackson Immunochemicals), or Cy5 (Jackson Immu-is likely that while the identity of the cell initially produc-
nochemicals).
ing Spi is different in the absence of sens function, the Eye imaginal discs from wandering third instar larvae were dis-
timing of initiation of Spi secretion remains more or the sected in cold PBS (0.1 M phosphate [pH 7.2], 150 mM NaCl). Discs
were then fixed in PEMF (0.1 M PIPES [pH 7.0], 1 mM MgSO4, 2less the same. As all photoreceptors are recruited, it
mM EGTA  4% formaldehyde, diluted from 16% Methanol Freetherefore appears that an R2 or R5 photoreceptor can
Ultrapure Formaldehyde [Polysciences, Inc.]) for Sens, Ro, Sal,largely fulfill the previously presumed function of R8 in
BarH1, -galactosidase and GFP or in PLP (2% paraformaldehyde,outer photoreceptor recruitment. Thus, we have specifi-
10 mM NaIO4, 75 mM lysine, 3.5 mM NaPO4 [pH 7.2]) for Boss,cally demonstrated that R8 is dispensable for photore- dpERK, -galactosidase, and GFP. All fixes were for 20 min on
ceptor recruitment and it is likely that Spi produced from ice. Discs fixed in PEMF were then permeabilized with PAXD (PBS
containing 1% BSA, 0.3% Triton X-100, and 0.3% sodium deoxycho-an alternate source (in this case R2/R5) at roughly the
late) two times for 20 min on ice and then once for 20 min on ice withsame time is entirely sufficient to initiate the process
PAXDG (PAXD containing 5% normal goat serum) and incubatedof recruitment. However, as fewer photoreceptors are
overnight at 4C in primary antibody in PAXDG. Discs were washedrecruited in sens mutant tissue, it is clear that activation
three times for 20 min on ice in PAXDG and incubated in secondary
of recruitment from this alternative source is suboptimal. antibody in PAXDG for 1–2 hr at 4C. Discs were then washed at
Indeed, decreased levels of dpERK expression in sens room temperature in PAXDG, in PAXD, and in PBS (once for 10 min
each). After postfixing in PEMF for 15 min at room temperature,mutant ommatidia reflect a reduction in Ras signaling,
discs were washed twice in PBS and equilibrated in Vectashield forwhich is perhaps due to decreased secretion of Spi
a minimum of 3 hr before mounting. Discs fixed in PLP were washed(Figures 4E–4G). Nevertheless, it is now certain that acti-
in 0.1 M sodium phosphate (pH 7.2) containing 0.1% Saponin andvation of the recruiting pathway mediated by Spi occurs
5% normal goat serum. This buffer was used to dilute both primary
independently of R8 differentiation (Figure 7C). and secondary antibodies and for all washes with times as above.
Conditions for anti-Ato and anti-Sca were as described (Lee et al.,
1996). Images were captured with a Zeiss LSM 510 confocal micro-Experimental Procedures
scope. Adult eyes were fixed, embedded, and sectioned as pre-
viously described (Tomlinson and Ready, 1987b). All images wereFly Strains and Clonal Analysis
processed with Adobe Photoshop software.Fly strains used in this work are indicated in Table 3. Clonal analysis
was conducted with the sensE2 null allele (Nolo et al., 2000) and
findings were confirmed with sensE1, a second null allele (R.N. and Acknowledgments
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